Introduction
Intensification of heat and mass transfer in combined gas-liquid processes and apparatuses provides an opportunity to increase productivity of devices with a reduction in their dimensions, metal consumption, cost, operating costs. Intensification makes it possible to obtain new effects commensurate and sometimes even surpassing by importance the main target effects (reduction of inlay on the internal surfaces of devices, higher selectivity of chemical processes, lower energy costs) [1] .
At present, various methods for intensifying heat and mass transfer have been proposed and investigated. For this purpose, flow turbulators are used widely on the surface, flow swirling with swirlers installed at the entrance to the apparatus, mixing gas bubbles with the gas flow, rotating or vibrating the heat and mass exchange surface and influencing the flow with electrostatic, magnetic fields [2] . In this case, effectiveness of intensification for various methods at substantially differing energy costs is different and is evaluated in each instance.
Submersible combustion devices (SCD) form a special class of gas-liquid thermal devices of bubbling type. The method based on a contact heating of water (final or intermediate heat transfer medium) in SCD is the most universal and energy efficient. The devices and installations operating on their basis are characterized by efficiency greater than 100 % with respect to the lowest heat of combustion [3] .
Abilities of intensification of heat and mass transfer in SCD as a means of energy efficiency of their operation are far from being exhausted [4] .
Therefore, development of a gas-liquid thermal reactor equipped with an SCD, which generates oscillation of contacting phases by imposition of electromagnetic fields should be considered an urgent issue.
Literature review and problem statement
A significant number of traditional and up-to-date methods of intensifying technological processes taking place in gas-liquid systems are known [1] . It is known that magnetic and electric fields affect heat and mass transfer processes in various systems [5] . In a number of works experimental data confirming influence of electromagnetic fields on intensification of metal dissolution processes, clarification of industrial solutions and wastewater [6] , mixing [7] , bubbling [8] and reaction processes [9] are presented. However, the causes of influence of magnetic and electric fields on the mass-exchange and chemical processes and effects that arise upon exposure have not yet been studied sufficiently. This issue significantly hampers a widespread practical use of these methods of intensifying heat transfer process and increasing energy efficiency of gas-liquid processes. Therefore, studies of the effect of electromagnetic fields and other methods of intensifying heat and mass transfer in gas-liquid processes should be recognized as relevant. Choice of an optimal method of action on the processes of heat and mass transfer occurring in thermal gas-liquid devices is a key problem in solving the issues of improving energy efficiency of equipment.
I . R e s h e n t n i a k
At the same time, despite the urgency of the problem of intensification of heat and mass transfer in thermal gas-liquid devices, the issue of controlling electro-hydraulic effects was practically not considered in the literature. These effects occur in contacting gas-liquid phases when electric and magnetic fields are applied to them. The maximum influence of the imposed fields and natural vibrations of the medium arises when resonance effect is achieved [10] . However, to date, there are no data on methods for measuring resonant frequencies in thermal reactors with SCD. There are no sufficiently universal procedures and equipment at present although a large number of methods are known that are successfully used in special cases.
In [11] , a description of pendant microchannel resonators is presented, a theoretical model of suspended microchannel resonators is described taking into account electrostatic field and internal liquid. The study results show that the system is subject to instability when velocity of the stationary flow approaches a critical velocity.
Vibrofrequency measuring transducers in which resonant measuring sensor is mechanically connected with the studied oscillating medium [12] are the most widely used devices. The main disadvantage of such measuring instruments is presence of nonlinearity that complicates choice of the resonator type [13] . A self-oscillating system of vibrofrequency sensors with a varying character of nonlinearity proposed in [14] substantially simplifies development of resonator sensors.
Thus, study of effect of electric, magnetic fields and other methods of influence on the process of mass transfer in the gas-liquid layer for the purpose of intensification is an actual scientific task. Choice of a method for controlling emerging electrohydraulic effects in the phase contact zone is a promising aspect of solving the problem of controlling heat and mass exchange processes in thermal reactors with an immersion combustion device.
The study objective and tasks
This paper objective was evaluation of the effect of electric and magnetic fields imposed on the gas-liquid interface on the process of intensification of heat and mass exchange and choice of the most effective method for influencing the gas-liquid interface and the method for controlling emerging electrohydraulic effects for improving energy efficiency.
To achieve this objective, it was necessary to solve the following tasks:
-investigate influence of electric and magnetic fields having a gradient of tension in the direction of motion of the contacting phases on the process of mass transfer between phases;
-determine kinematic and power characteristics in the wave field generated by interaction of phases when magnetic and electric fields are superimposed on the interface between them; -develop a method and device for imposing an optimal effect on the interface between the phases of the gas-liquid system to amplify oscillations of the contacting phases in order to intensify heat and mass transfer in reactors equipped with submersible combustion devices; -develop a method for controlling forced oscillations of contacting phases for controlling thermal reactors with a submersible combustion device.
Study of the influence of magnetic and electric fields on the energy efficiency of thermal gas-liquid systems
The use of magnetic and electric fields with deliberately created intensity gradients to enhance effect of heat and mass transfer in production processes is based on the corollaries of thermodynamics of irreversible processes.
Studies of the effect of magnetic fields on the mass exchange were carried out on a film-type device to obtain a stable phase contact surface. This condition enables elimination of distortion of the results due to the structure of the gas-liquid layer.
The studies provided following operation options for the device: absorption of carbon dioxide or oxygen by water; desorption of carbon dioxide, oxygen and ammonia with nitrogen; circulation of the liquid phase in order to determine equilibrium concentration. Elements of stabilization and control of gas and liquid phase flows were provided in the experimental setup.
The film device ( Fig. 1 ) was made of a non-magnetic material (stainless steel) and equipped with a rod of soft magnetic steel of a stepped conical shape. Such a design provides magnetic fields of non-uniform intensity in the gaps of six pairs of electromagnet poles. Electromagnets were located outside the device on U-shaped sandwiches of transformer steel. The electric circuit for electromagnet power supply from a constant (pulsating) current source made it possible to implement various variants of their switching. valve (6); vessel (7); milliammeter (8); rectifier (9); autotransformer (10); cylinder with CO 2 (11); reducer (12); valve (13); flow regulator (14); rotameter (15); pipes (16, 17) ; vibrofrequency sensor (18); oscillograph (19) ; power supply unit (20) The study of local efficiency of phase contact was carried out by determining mass transfer coefficient the value of which was calculated taking into account the comparative analysis of the liquid mass in the sampler at various electric field voltages in accordance with the procedure as in [15] . Sampling of only liquid phase was carried out in the pipe (1) from two-phase flows using a sampler made of a porous material. Efficiency of the mass transfer process was estimated based on plotted experimental curves (Fig. 2) .
Characteristic displacement of extreme values of mass transfer coefficients into the region of low currents (magnetic field intensities) was observed for the case of absorption of carbon dioxide with distilled water (curves 4, 5). This made it possible to assume influence of the salt composition of water on the process of mass transfer for the case under consideration. However, the nature of dependence of mass transfer coefficients on the direction of magnetic fluxes indicates that the salt composition of water is not the only determining factor of this process. For the case of oxygen absorption (curves 2, 3), there was no noticeable decrease in the mass transfer coefficients at low magnetic field intensities. However, even in this case, the extreme values were noted approximately at the same current values like in carbon dioxide absorption.
The variation of the mass transfer coefficient during superposition of magnetic fields is apparently associated with the magnetic polarization of gas and liquid molecules and intensification of their motion, especially in the case of direction alternation and heterogeneous topography (presence of gradients) of magnetic fields. Besides, some influence was also exerted by pulsations of contacting phases caused by the superposition of pulsating magnetic fields generated by electromagnets fed by directionally constant current pulsating with a frequency of 100 s -1 . Since the hydrodynamic situation of the process determines mass transfer between the phases, an attempt was made in the paper to qualitatively evaluate the effect of magnetic fields on the hydrodynamic situation when single gas bubbles and liquid are contacting.
A facility consisting of a glass chamber filled with process water and placed between the electromagnet poles was used for the studies. Study of obtained kinograms made it possible to note influence of magnetic field on the shape and velocity of gas bubbles. When the magnetic field was turned on, the gas bubbles with shape close to spherical acquired the form of ellipsoids of revolution with an axis ratio of about 0.8, velocity of bubble rise was reduced by ~20 %.
The results of study of the effect of magnetic fields on mass transfer in gas-liquid systems indicate that magnetic fields, even at low intensities, can be a means of intensifying mass-exchange processes in installations equipped with SCD.
Influence of electric fields on mass exchange was studied on a 0.03 m diameter, 1.15 m high film-type column. To generate electric field, the glass column was placed inside a winding of aluminum foil layer, grounded at the column axis and a nichrome wire serving as a corona electrode was passed inside. This circuit made it possible to connect a nichrome wire to the pole of a high-voltage source.
Efficiency of the mass transfer process under the action of electric field was estimated by a procedure used to study effect of magnetic field [15] . Dependence of the experimentally determined mass transfer coefficient on the intensity of electric field at various flow rates in the tube (1) is shown in Fig. 3 .
The study results indicate that the electric field has a significant effect on absorption of carbon dioxide (Fig. 3) . The increase in mass transfer intensity can be explained by the fact that water molecules are polarized and oriented along the absorber wall attracting ionized CO 2 molecules. Negative CO 2 ions had a higher speed of motion [16] . The investigations, which were carried out in [16] indicate that the use of electric and magnetic fields for intensification of synerergic processes in the diffusion region can be no less promising. In the implementation of this method, an electric current was induced and, consequently, electric fields in the liquid phase. This caused microturbulization of the liquid in electromagnetic fields and lead to an intensification of mass transfer. However, realization of the method is only possible in an electrically conductive medium. The industrial implementation of this method requires a cumbersome technological tool for inducing electromagnetic fields (especially for large-size SCDs). In addition, higher energy costs are required. This is due to the fact that a part of electrical energy is lost on heating windings of electromagnets and liquids, energy conversion, overcoming magnetic resistance of the device material and air gaps between the medium and magnets.
The disadvantages of imposing electric fields on the contacting phases are eliminated by their preliminary ionization [17] . Ionization of the contacting phases makes it possible to substantially intensify the process of mass transfer at low energy and material costs and in those cases when it is impossible to intensify the process with the help of electromagnetic fields. In addition, it is feasible to regulate rate of the mass transfer process (accelerating or slowing it down) by varying degree of ionization of the contacting phases: gas (vapor) and liquid phase in SCD. In this case, the degree of ionization depends on the change in the magnitude of electric potential at the ionizer electrodes (located in the SCD, near the phase interface).
For a comparative analysis of the last two methods of intensification, investigations were carried out with a film absorption column made of a nonmagnetic material. The column structure provides for creation of 5 belts of electromagnetic fields with an induction of 0.05 T at a countercurrent of contacting phases (water and carbon dioxide). The fields were induced by 15 electromagnets, 3 electromagnets in each belt connected to a three-phase alternating current line (Fig. 1) . The total power consumption of the plant was 1300 W.
When the ionization method was realized, the installation (Fig. 1) was equipped with an ionizer installed in the line for gas supply to the column (Fig. 4) .
Fig. 4. Diagram of the experimental setup with an ionizer:
pipe (1); rod (2); ionizer (3); water distributor (4); rotameter (5); valve (6); vessel (7); milliammeter (8); rectifier (9); autotransformer (10); cylinder with CO 2 (11); reducer (12); valve (13); flow regulator (14) ; rotameter (15); pipes (16, 17) ; vibrofrequency sensor (18); oscillograph (19) ; power supply unit (20)
The gas introduced into the column was preliminarily ionized in an electric field pulsating at a frequency of 3000 s -1 . The electric field was induced with the help of electrodes to which negative electric potentials variable by magnitude were applied. The load for the phases in both series was maintained at equal levels. Intensity of the process of ionization of the contacting phases (water and carbon dioxide) was estimated by the magnitude of the mass transfer coefficient. The mass transfer coefficient was determined in accordance with the procedure described previously. When the ionization method was realized, a 2.7 fold growth of the values of the mass transfer coefficient (in comparison with the values obtained under direct action of the magnetic field) was observed. The consumed power of the ionizer was 7 W. Thus, energy consumption in using the ionization method was 185 times lower than with the use of the installation with electromagnets.
It is known [18] that many chemical processes can be intensified utilizing energy of the shock wave. There are indications that when the energy of the shock wave is applied, the processes of cracking, oxidation, synthesis, pyrolysis, polymerization, nitrogen oxide production directly from air [19] can be realized.
One of the simplest methods of obtaining impact waves of controlled parameters is to use the electrohydraulic effect that occurs when an electric discharge in a liquid is applied. This effect is widely used for knocking out rods from castings in the finishing operations of foundry production, in building electrohydropulse presses and other units. Electropulse vibrators based on the electric discharge technology have also been developed. They are used, for example, to intensify the diffusion process of removing gas inclusions during casting steel into molds. Electrohydraulic mixers for high-viscosity liquids were developed and recommendations were given for choosing their main design parameters.
Mass exchange between a solid and a liquid in which an oscillatory process is excited by means of spark discharges of various frequencies was considered in [20] . Acceleration of the mass transfer process was raised by a factor of 2.3-5. It was shown that the mass transfer coefficient is a function of frequency of spark discharges. Maximum values of the mass transfer coefficient were achieved at a frequency about 200 s -1 (for discharges having energy of 0.5-1 J, duration 25 µs at water temperature of 18 °C). This work has made it possible to outline prospects of application of electrospark and mixing devices for intensification of heat and mass transfer processes in installations equipped with SCD.
There are also works devoted to intensification of heat transfer in high-frequency electric fields, study of external mass transfer in a solid-liquid system under the action of high-voltage spark discharges [21] . Work [22] describes development of a high-intensity electrocontactor for extraction separation of petroleum distillates by selective solvents. However, there is no information on the practice of using electric discharges in liquids for intensification of gas-liquid processes. Meanwhile, the electro-hydraulic shock is of considerable interest in terms of its use as a powerful factor of intensification of gas-liquid processes including in installations with SCD. With an electrical discharge in a liquid (discharge time 10-100 µs) in the discharge channel, the substance passes into the plasma state. In this case, a huge amount of energy is released, temperature rises to several thousand degrees.
On assumption that these electro-hydraulic impact effects are primary, presence of secondary effects cannot but noted. Secondary effects consist in origination of electric and magnetic fields with a rapidly varying in time intensity or appearance of a shock wave with a steep leading pulse edge (acceleration reaches 300 g, pressure near the discharge channel is 5×10 10 Pa). Each factor of the electropulse discharge in a liquid is per se a powerful means of intensification (electric and magnetic field, high temperature, impulsive pressure change, etc.). Thus, with the combined effect of all these factors, one can expect a mutual enhancement of the effect of intensification of heat and mass transfer processes. An important point is also that the modern power equipment of electrohydraulic units allows one to vary discharge frequency in the range of 0-40 s -1 . For many technological processes taking place in gas-liquid systems, including in SCD, the optimal frequency of vibropulse factors is in the range of 10-20 s -1 . Hence, it is necessary to recognize an extraordinary temptation to use this effect to intensify processes of heat and mass transfer in gas-liquid systems, including SCD.
To solve the problem of controlling heat and mass exchange processes in thermal reactors with an immersion combustion device, it is necessary to control the electrohydraulic effect that determines the speed of the interaction process of the contacting phases.
Control of the oscillation process in contacting phases
When gas and liquid are contacting in an experimental setup (Fig. 1, 2) , medium vibrations arise a frequency characteristics of which are determined by a variety of factors: design of the installation chamber and the CO 2 distributor, velocities of the phases and their physicochemical properties, pressure, temperature. Thus, in the experimental setup, which serves to simulate operation of the submerged combustion devices, a complex oscillatory system is formed upon contact of the phases. The main task in development of a control system for heat and mass exchange processes in thermal reactors with a submersible combustion device is the choice of a control method that will ensure obtaining information reliably characterizing the course of the process.
To control the oscillations arising from the use of electric and magnetic fields and due to electric spark discharge, it was proposed to use a vibrofrequency measurement method.
Vibrofrequency sensors are advantageously distinguished by their ability of telecasting measurement information over very long distances with no use of special expensive devices and communication channels. They are convenient for precision measurements (0.1-0.5 % of the measured value, or 0.04-0.25 % of the upper limit of measurement) [23] .
It was proposed to use a multifunctional vibrofrequency measuring transducer with a cylindrical-type resonator.
The transfer function of such a resonator has the form [14] :
where K m,n , T m,n , ξ m,n are the static transmission coefficient, the time constant and the degree of calming the resonator oscillations on the mode shape m×n, where m is the number of half-waves along the generatrix, and n is the number of waves along the circumference.
where d m,n is the effective rigidity of the resonator; Q m,n is quality factor of the resonator on the corresponding mode shape, ρ, h are material density and the resonator wall thickness; δ is coefficient of energy losses on this mode shape. An induction receiver of oscillations was used as a converter of mechanical oscillations of cylindrical resonator into electrical signal (Fig. 5) . Fig. 5 . Device of the oscillation receiver: l m is length of the permanent magnet; N n is number of the receiver coils; Δ is the nominal gap between the cylindrical resonator and the coil; R in is input resistance of the amplifier, the source of the excitation signal
In a dynamic mode, connection between the Laplace transforms of the voltage at the output of the induction transducer U t (p) and the average displacement of the surface portion of the cylindrical resonator is determined by the transfer function:
Parameters of the receiver transfer function have the following form [14] :
where K t is the static transmission coefficient; T n is the time constant; R IN is electric input resistance of the amplifier; N n is the number of receiver coils working per one input of the differential amplifier; H 0 , B 0 are intensity, magnetic field induction (parameters of the working point in the magnet demagnetization curve); K R is coefficient of return by the demagnetization curve of the permanent magnet (K R =0. 
where x 0 , θ 0 are linear and angular dimensions of the coil. To evaluate accuracy of the chosen measurement method, a cylindrical resonator with design parameters was used: resonator length L=32 mm, median radius R=20 mm, wall thickness h=0.1 mm. The measured phase shifts on the inductances (15 mH) are Δφ=0.1° for the input circuit and Δφ=0.9° for the output circuit. The resonance frequency of the sensor installed in column 1 (Fig. 1 ) was 5869.25 Hz. Measurements of the oscillation frequency were carried out for three values of the feedback transmission coefficient. The obtained values of the absolute error make it possible to use the vibrofrequency method to control the frequencymodular oscillations of the contacting phases.
Discussion of the results of investigation of the effect of magnetic and electric fields
Influence of electric and magnetic fields on intensification of heat and mass exchange processes in liquid systems with submersible combustion devices has not been investigated before.
The results of the research make it possible to use electric and magnetic fields in gas-liquid systems as a means of intensifying the process of heat and mass transfer and improving the energy efficiency of the submersible combustion devices. This is confirmed by the dependences of the mass transfer coefficients on the characteristics of electric and magnetic fields.
However, a comparative analysis of the results of intensification of mass-exchange processes in gas-liquid systems indicates that the optimal method of action is the method of inducing oscillations in the zone of contacting phases due to an electric spark discharge. The discharge occurs when constant or alternating electrical potentials are applied to the electrodes located in the phase interaction zone.
Generation of discrete electrical discharges between the electrodes leads to an electro-hydraulic effect in the contacting phases. The resulting effect causes phase pulsations, cavitation, magnetic, electric, acoustic and light phenomena. The listed phenomena, ultimately, result in an increase in the speed of the mass transfer process. By changing the shape, location of the electrodes, the distance between them, as well as the magnitude of the electrodes, polarity and frequency of supplied electrical potentials, it is possible to accelerate or slow down the process of phases contacting.
The proposed vibrofrequency method for controlling electro-hydraulic effect of the heat and mass transfer process can be widely used in automation of submerged combustion devices. The control method allows one to neglect measurements of pressure and temperature of each phase, speed characteristics of flows, characteristics of magnetic and electric fields causing oscillations of contacting phases. The effects arising from the action of magnetic and electric fields are estimated by measuring the oscillation frequency of the contacting gas-liquid phases.
Conclusions
1. Influence of electromagnetic fields imposed on the gas-liquid interface on intensification of heat and mass transfer was established. The coefficients of mass transfer as a function of intensity of electromagnetic fields were determined.
2. It was established that when electric field is applied to gas-liquid contacting phases in installations equipped with SCD, intensity of mass transfer increases. It is shown that magnetic fields characterized by small intensities can be used to intensify mass-exchange processes.
3. The optimal way to intensify heat and mass transfer in reactors equipped with submersible combustion devices is to create oscillations of the contacting phases at the interface between them by an electric spark discharge that appears when electric potentials are applied to the electrodes. 4 . A method for controlling forced oscillations of contacting gas-liquid phases using the developed vibrofrequency measuring transducer with a cylindrical resonator was proposed. The advantage of the proposed vibration control method is absence of the need to measure characteristics of the magnetic and electric fields that affect the contacting phases. At the same time, the resulting of fields on the gas-liquid layer was estimated.
